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Catherine is a dream come true for her parents. Their first born child is their
most precious gift. The love and joy they feel for her is obvious to everyone
who knows them. When tragedy unexpectedly hits, Catherine's world is
turned upside down and the course of her life is forever changed.
In this heartbreakingly powerful memoir, Catherine goes back to where it all
began. Following the tragic death of one of her parents at the age of three,
she is sent to live with an Aunt and Uncle. This is where the cycle of her
abuse begins. As she makes her way in the world, the sexual violation she
endured at the hands of her uncle shapes her and how she views herself.
When devastating news about the beloved cousin she loves as a brother
comes to the surface, the scars of her past are reopened. The memories of
the abuse her uncle put her through come rushing back so powerfully that
she is not sure she can survive this time. To save herself Catherine must face once and for all the
demons of her past. She bravely exposes her complete self in this gut-wrenching journey of healing as
she finally faces the torment she had worked so hard to bury.
Scars Among Us talks about what many victims are afraid to talk out loud about. There is a taboo of
shame deeply woven into the emotions of many victims of rape. The travesty of sexual abuse impacts not
only the victim but all who are involved, including their family, and the family of the perpetrators. This is a
book about hope, speaking out and normalizing the pain, extinguishing the shame and stigma of sexual
abuse once and for all.
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C.S. Hunt is a Mediator with her own private practice. She has
spent most of her career in the non-profit sector working with the
most vulnerable citizens in her community as an advocate. Building
an inclusive community that ensures the rights and needs for those
who do not have a voice has been her passion. She is happily
married and the proud mother of three children, two step children
and five grandchildren.
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AUTHOR Q&A
1. What prompted you to write this book?
It was in the beginning of the #MetToo movement that I felt compelled to share my story. Watching so many women stand up
and to tell the world that they are survivors of sexual abuse was beyond empowering. Being a survivor of sexual assault
myself, I felt empowered and less ashamed. I didn’t truly understand the shame I carried as I thought I had healed. The
scars I carry are deep, and can still be reopened I’ve come to learn. The backlash from this movement began just as quickly
as did the movement itself. That is what inspired me to write this book. Michelle Obama recently stated the perfect response
to the backlash that continues. “It’s up to the women out there to say, ‘Sorry that you feel uncomfortable, but I’m now paving
the way for the next generation.’” I grew up with what felt like a ‘gag order’ of shame and guilt for the travesties done to me. I
felt dirty, and that somehow those around that were uncomfortable with what happened to me was something I needed to be
ashamed of. This book takes the ‘gag order’ off. It’s about being real and candid about sexual abuse and what it does to the
soul.
2. What do you hope readers get from reading the book?
I want a better future for the next generations, my grandchildren. The act of sexual violence for me like so many others
brought, guilt, shame and a sense of being devalued in our society. I hope this book will extinguish some of those beliefs. I’m
still learning that I have nothing to be ashamed of and hope my words will help other victims to feel that their voice and truly
understand that they have a right to be heard, it’s not their fault and no matter what, they have nothing to feel ashamed of.
3. What was the most difficult part about sharing a story that is so personal to you?
This is a difficult question as the answer has been as deeply difficult. Going back and remembering my past, all of it; left me
feeling raw. Exposing my most vulnerable self was the most difficult part in writing this book. The memories and feelings of
shame, seeing myself as damaged goods, the embarrassment and guilt, they don’t just go away. The eruption of so many
buried feelings took its toll on not only my own mental health, but also those closest to me. Writing this book was the most
difficult, courageous thing I’ve done to combat the stigma I faced my whole life or the craziest thing I have ever done. I am
glad I did it.

BOOK EXCERPT
Someone told me recently that when writing about your past, your story, it’s the inner child digging into the memory
bank but it’s the adult telling the story. As I look back, I can clearly see that the nightmare began the day my mom died, and
I have been struggling to wake up from it ever since. The horrors I suffered are a part of me, just as the very skin that is
wrapped around my body is. You’re not always aware of it, but it’s always there. A smell, a sound, something someone
says or does and all of a sudden there I am, right back in the thick of it. A prison with no walls, no boundaries. I’ve been told
that they are called my triggers. For me, it sounds more fitting to call them my demons.
Reflecting back all those years ago when I was sent to live with my aunt and uncle, I can see what was the beginning of a
sad portrait or, if you will, a puzzle. One giant puzzle with hundreds of pieces, each representing a different part of my life. A
complex work of art, sometimes extremely painful, with the odd happy piece connected to this grand picture called my socalled life. That very first piece taken from the box was monumental in what was to become of me, the piece that was the
death of my mother. What would my life have shaped into had she not died? What would the puzzle of my life look like if
she was still here? How different a story would I be telling? From that very first moment the story of my life took a drastic
shift, from a loving and cherished childhood to what it actually became. This first piece of the puzzle of my life became
a portrait—a masterpiece of sorrow, unspeakable pain, abuse and abandonment.
Sometimes I think back to how happy my parents were when they had me. The stories others told me about how in love my
parents were. Those first memories of being loved and feeling safe and secure helped me to overcome so much. I can’t
even begin to imagine how sick my mom would be if she knew the type of life I would be subjected to growing up because
of her death.
It isn’t just what happened to me at my aunt’s house that caused my life to spiral out of control. It was also the
messages that I interpreted as a child from my caretakers, that I was somehow damaged, a burden, something that was to
be passed around in shame. When I told my dad and family what Jay had done, the unspeakable things he did to me for his
pleasure, I felt shame, embarrassment and a sense to keep things quiet so as to not embarrass the family further.
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